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Advice she could use, too

Author(s): Karen Guzman Staff Writer   Date: July 5, 2005 Section: Life

Margot Carmichael Lester is in love. On this muggy summer morning, the Carrboro resident and her
husband, Steve Peha, sit side-by-side at a picnic table outside Weaver Street Market, telling their story.
They interrupt each other, rushing to supply details, to add color, still flush with the joy of people who
cannot believe their good fortune.

It's a good place to be because Lester is also in the advice business. Fire up the www.love.msn.com Web
site, and you'll find her dispensing wisdom to struggling singles in the "Ask Margot" column.

She was among their ranks until she married Peha last year, and she knows the rocky terrain.

"You've got to get clear with your stuff and the kind of life you want to live," she says.

It's well-documented that advice columnists are not immune to heartache. In 1975, the late Ann Landers
revealed her divorce after 36 years of marriage. Carolyn Hax went through a public split with her ex. (Hax
has remarried.) Amy Dickinson of Ask Amy is a divorcee.

Lester has been there, too. This is her second marriage. And these days, she finds that the advice she gives
others has a way of boomeranging. Her work reminds her that it all comes down to owning your stuff -- the
baggage/fears/monsters- squatting-in-the-closet we all lug around, the issues you can't fake out, the very
ones relationships throw a spotlight on.

"Writing these columns helps me live my values because I have to keep talking about them," she says.

A freelance writer, Lester learned to own her stuff in the relationship school of hard knocks -- an
institution, she's quick to add, where most folks earn degrees.

Her key relationship values: personal accountability, learning to be happy alone before you lure someone
else into your life, honesty with others and -- what's tougher -- with yourself.

Lester receives upward of 100 letters a month from singles seeking help, and she shares some with her
husband. The column sparks much discussion.

"It's not really possible for us to avoid the truth of her columns," says Peha, an educational consultant.
"We get an extra opportunity to view our relationship through the examples of others."

Letters from people oblivious to trouble brewing or those in denial, for instance, strike a very familiar
chord.

"There's an 800-pound gorilla in the room they're not even seeing," Lester says. "[One letter especially]
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was an eye-opener for me. It made me think of all the 800-pound gorillas I've been living with."

A letter in February from a woman whose military boyfriend had just been shipped to Iraq struck a nerve,
too.

His deployment came just as the couple were hashing out some sensitive topics in their relationship. "The
question was how do we continue to work on these problems," Lester says.

Her response: carefully. When communicating, it's important to balance criticism with praise. The last
thing this woman's boyfriend needed while dodging insurgents in Iraq was carping phone calls from his
girlfriend.

The same held true, Lester realized, for her new marriage. "That letter really did keep me focused on
talking about what we're doing right, on what we have to celebrate, along with discussing our concerns,"
she says.

Reliving bad choices

Still, these days she more often finds herself on the giving end of advice.

"I've made a lot of the bad choices a lot of my readers have made. I've experienced a lot of the painful
circumstances they have. The other day I got a letter from a woman who had hacked into her boyfriend's
e-mail." She raises her palms. "Done it. I have to take a shower every time I think about it."

Advice-giving is a natural gig for Lester, according to her cousin Marnie Carmichael. The two grew up
together, part of the illustrious Carmichael clan in Chapel Hill. Marnie now lives in Cincinnati.

"She's shrewd in a really good way," Marnie says. "Margot doesn't offend people. She just tells you really
quickly what she thinks."

Lisa Drake, Lester's friend, says the column is classic Lester-speak.

"With Margot, what you see is what you get," she says. "She's a genuine human being, and she has a lot of
empathy for people in that phase of life when they're searching to connect with another human being."

But the column, Marnie says, is not what has changed Lester in recent years.

"The biggest difference I notice in Margot is her marriage," she says. "She finally met the love of her life
and someone who really appreciates her."

Which is why, Lester says, more than anything, the letters she receives make her grateful.

Lester and Peha met through the Internet. Approaching his 40th birthday two years ago, Peha sat in his
Seattle apartment one night, contemplating the future. He was deeply in debt, recuperating from a bruising
divorce and watching his business slowly fall apart.

"I was literally sitting around in my underwear in a too-small apartment, eating M&Ms," he recalls.

Finding new love seemed, to put it mildly, a long shot.

Meanwhile in Los Angeles, Lester, divorced after 12 years of marriage, had been dating for eight years. To
hear her tell it, she chased down every dead-end out there. "I was the most jaded. I was one inch away
from being bitter," she says.
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Drake was there. Lester and she hit the L.A. dating scene together. "She really enjoyed the process as a
means to an end, and she knew a lot about it," she says.

Drake remembers Lester's gusto and her penchant for giving advice to the lovelorn even back then.

'Dude, that's me'

Peha went to an online dating site he'd used before. In the past he had crafted profiles of himself designed
to snare dates.

This time, he described who he really was: a man disappointed in love and life hoping for another shot at
the real thing, and who he was seeking: a grown-up and a fellow survivor.

As he puts it: "I said I wanted someone who's experienced colossal failure."

"And I said, 'Dude, that's me!' " Lester chimes in.

Peha's query pulled up Lester's online profile. But when he contacted her, she was skeptical.

Despite Lester's qualms, Peha was persistent, and when the two eventually met, she was instantly smitten.
Marriage and a move together to Carrboro followed.

Today their relationship is a work in progress, a rare, rewarding merger that requires constant care and
attention, and that keeps them checking their own stuff and each other's.

And that's the way it should be.

"Love is not that hard to find. The BIG love is ...," Lester begins.

"... and it takes work," Peha finishes.

###

###

LOVE, ASK MARGOT STYLE

Margot Carmichael Lester's five relationship rules to live by:

1Be honest with yourself first. "That means clarity about what your values are and what you want in your
life."

2Accountability is huge. "It means you're responsible for your role and the results you get and you own
those results."

3Get over the past. "Don't drag your prison with you when you escape."

4Still that jerking knee. Wait ten seconds before responding when your partner pushes your buttons. Is
your response reasonable? "So much of what I see in the people who write me are these patterns that
they've been living over and over again."

5There is no autopilot. "Having a relationship requires vigilance. You have to pay attention to what's going
on with you and your partner."
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###

From Margot to the stars

Margot offers advice to some love-challenged celebrities:

Katie Holmes, Tom Cruise's very public fiancee:

"Be wary of a man who feels compelled to jump on furniture every time he's on national television."

"Never suggest couples therapy, since we know Tom thinks psychotherapy is crap. You cannot have
mental health issues.

John Mason, one-time fiance of runaway bride Jennifer Wilbanks:

"If she wants to create a national search before she gets married to you, it's going to be all about her."

"It's very hard to be in a relationship with a person who has really deep seated issues. If you love her,
please help get the help she needs."

But be warned she may emerge a different person.

Whitney Houston and Bobby Brown:

"Seek professional help. They both need to either both get into serious family therapy or call it quits and
stay as far away from each other as you can."

Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie:

"Be careful what you ask for, because you might get it. And make sure you're clear on your values."

Will Smith and Jada Pinkett Smith:

"Tell your dysfunctional celebrity friends what you're doing because it seems to be working."
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